
Chapter 671: He Was Actually a Good Person 

Initially, Lu Xingzhi was still stuck on the idea that Huang Chengjing, the father, was unlikable, but his 

daughter was likable. The next second, when he heard chairman Huang say that the Huang family was 

right next door and that they were going to be neighbors in the future, his expression froze. 

Therefore, he had chosen a house that he was extremely satisfied with. In the end, he wanted Lu Yuqing 

to be closer to the man who had ulterior motives, Huang Chengjing? 

“OH.”The corner of Lu Xingzhi’s mouth twitched. “I still have something to do. I’ll leave first.”After 

saying that, he called out to manager Sun and drove off. 

Chairman Huang could naturally tell that Lu Xingzhi was too cold-blooded. However, old Mrs. Xia saw 

that her old neighbor’s expression was not right, so she explained. 

“That young man doesn’t like to talk much. When he was looking at the house just now, it was that man 

surnamed Sun who kept talking. However, that young man should be a good person.”In the eyes of Old 

Mrs. Xia, a man who loved his wife was usually not wrong. 

“He is a soldier.”Chairman Huang nodded. “Chen Chen’s father mentioned him. His wife is my savior. His 

sister is Chen Chen, the savior of this annoying girl.” 

“That’s fate!”The old man who had not spoken much was delighted. “It seems that I did not sell this 

house wrongly! In the future, you are neighbors. You will have many opportunities to repay my 

kindness.” 

If Huang Cheng were here, he would definitely say that neighbors weren’t neighbors. Now, it had 

become a very difficult thing to say. 

That was indeed the case. After the car drove away, Lu Xingzhi’s face had been cold the entire time. 

“Why didn’t you say that the Huang family was next to the house?”Lu Xingzhi asked manager Sun. 

“I don’t know either.”Manager Sun couldn’t understand why young master Lu’s expression changed 

slightly after seeing chairman Huang. He thought for a moment and probed, “Actually, it’s not bad to be 

neighbors with the Huang family. The Huang family are all very nice and have prestige in Nanjiang City. 

President Jiang and president Lu are also old acquaintances with them. When young master Lu is not 

here, the neighbors are old acquaintances. It’s also a way to look after them.” 

“Find a house in another place and stay as far away from here as possible!”Lu Xing snorted. “The house 

here has been sold. It doesn’t matter if you lose money.” 

The house contract had been signed. At this time, the bank account had probably been transferred. It 

was probably too late to return it. 

Therefore, Lu Xingzhi wanted to sell the house. 

In any case, he could not allow his sister to have any relationship with the Huang family, especially since 

Huang Cheng already had a daughter. Who would be an easy stepmother? 



Her sister had already been wronged in the Zhao family once. There was no reason for her to be 

wronged in someone else’s house again in the future. 

Manager Sun was speechless. It seemed that young master Lu really did not like to be neighbors with 

the Huang family. This thought was not an illusion. 

Lu Xingzhi’s mood had been depressed for the entire day. When he picked up Jiang Yao and returned to 

the hotel at night, he saw how happy Jiang Yao was when she learned that she was going to be 

neighbors with Huang Chenchen. This kind of depression soared to the top. 

“I asked manager Sun to sell the house.”Lu Xingzhi sat on the sofa, crossed his legs, and swirled the glass 

of water in his hand. “Huang Chenchen is a likable girl, but she has an unlikable father.” 

“You’re really narrow-minded. Just because Huang Cheng wants to court his sister?”Jiang Yao rolled her 

eyes, “It’s not that I put in a good word for Huang Chengjing. In fact, I think Huang Chengjing is a pretty 

good person. He has a good reputation here in Nanjiang city. He has a warm temper, is pious to others, 

and has a good sense of propriety.” 

Lu Xingzhi, who originally hated Huang Chengjing, heard Jiang Yao praise Huang Chengjing with three 

words in a row. His dislike for Huang Chengjing rose to another level. 

Chapter 672: Indignant 

“Yaoyao, you have never praised me like that.”Lu Xingzhi gritted his teeth. 

Jiang Yao’s words were cut off, and she shut her mouth. 

If she continued, she could not guarantee that the next time Lu Xingzhi saw Huang Chengjing, he would 

directly go up and punch him. 

This man was only as sharp as a needle. 

“Oh right, second brother told me just now that the team’s flight tonight should be able to reach 

Nanjiang city at around six in the morning. I’ve made an agreement with second brother that tomorrow 

morning, we’ll drive two cars to fetch them to the hotel,”Jiang Yao cleverly changed the topic, “We’ll 

rest early tonight. I’ll go with you tomorrow morning.” 

Lu Xingzhi finished the glass of water in one gulp. He nodded and walked into the room with his long 

legs, dragging Jiang Yao along with him. 

It was only after 9 pm. The nightlife in Nanjiang City had just begun. 

In a private clubhouse in Nanjiang city, Zhu Qianliang sent the guest away. He looked at the pale-faced 

Zhu Qianlan, turned around, lit a cigarette, and started smoking. 

After a long while, he said, “Go home early tonight and pack up. Leave Nanjiang City with me tomorrow 

afternoon.” 

“I can’t accept this!”Zhu Qianlan clenched her fists tightly. “Why should I leave? Why Can’t I stay in such 

a big city?” 



“But I can’t let you be an eyesore here!”Zhu Qianliang looked at Zhu Qianlan, who was still acting like a 

jerk, and said angrily, “If you don’t leave, then the entire Zhu family’s business will be the one that gets 

out of Nanjiang City. Nanjiang city’s economy is developing well, don’t you know? If Grandpa finds out 

that because of you, the Zhu family has no choice but to withdraw from Nanjiang City’s market, how do 

you think Grandpa Will Punish You?” 

Zhu Qianliang took a big puff of his cigarette angrily and patted the table, “You understand what that 

person said just now, right? I don’t need to repeat it for you, right? Young Master Lu specifically asked 

you to leave Nanjiang City and not get in the way of his wife’s eyes! Back then, when you came to 

Nanjiang City, what did your parents say to you? They told you to take three steps back when you came 

to Nanjiang City. Our Zhu family is not the local snake in Nanjiang City! “We are just starting from 

scratch in Nanjiang City! “What About You? “As long as you listen to the words of your parents, you will 

not be chased out of Nanjiang city by unscrupulous means!” 

In the past few days, the Zhu family company had been constantly being looked for trouble. Zhu 

Qianliang was already having a hard time dealing with it. 

Tonight, he had just learned from others that the reason was because someone had warned the Zhu 

family that if they allowed Zhu Qianlan to continue staying in Nanjiang city, they would get the entire 

Zhu family company out of Nanjiang City. 

To be honest, when he heard that it was caused by Zhu Qianlan, Zhu Qianliang was so angry that he 

really wanted to scold this sister who would only cause trouble for him. 

However, when the words were about to come out of his mouth and he saw Zhu Qianlan’s pale face, 

Zhu Qianliang didn’t have the heart to scold her. He just told her to pack her things and leave with him 

as soon as possible. 

However, seeing that Zhu Qianlan still didn’t understand what was wrong, Zhu Qianliang was really 

angry and couldn’t help but scold her. 

“That Jiang Yao, on what basis...”Zhu Qianlan sat there, her eyes red with anger. “On what basis did she 

kick me out of Nanjiang City!” 

“On the basis that you offended her, on the basis that her husband is capable!”Zhu Qianliang sneered. 

“Sister, if I Were Jiang Yao, I would do the same.” 

After learning about Zhu Qianlan’s stupid actions in Rong County, Zhu Qianliang didn’t even have the 

mood to scold her anymore. 

Chapter 673: Her Roots 

She did not understand the situation, so she went to someone else’s husband and shouted. In front of 

her husband, she said those cuckold words. Zhu Qianliang sneered. If it were him, he would have also 

ordered people to pack up their things and leave. 

A person with ability could be arrogant. This was justice. 

Just like Zhu Qianliang in his hometown, he also walked unhindered. When had he ever seen a person’s 

eyes? 



However, one had to learn to judge the situation. One had to know when to restrain oneself and when 

to lower one’s head. 

Zhu Qianliang cut off the cigarette in his hand, “You don’t have a choice in this matter. Let me tell you 

frankly, our people still haven’t been able to find out Jiang Yao’s husband’s identity. Jiang Yao’s 

information is also vague and unclear. So, do you understand what this means? “Lu Xingzhi’s identity is 

definitely not simple. I’ve spent a lot of money, but I still can’t find any useful information 

“You’ve been in Nanjiang City for quite some time now. Have you not heard about the Zhang family in 

Nanjiang city before? “The entire Zhang family is currently squatting in the police station. They’re 

entangled in lawsuits because they’ve offended that vain woman in your eyes. So, in the future, when 

you look at people, remember to open your eyes wide and see who you can bully and who you can’t 

bully. Don’t think that just because you’re the daughter of the Zhu family, you’re the Princess of the Jade 

Emperor.” 

These words came from her younger brother, Zhu Qianliang. To Zhu Qianlan, this was simply a 

humiliation. 

The status of the Zhu family’s daughter had always been Zhu Qianlan’s pride. In her hometown, how 

many people didn’t envy her that Zhu Qianlan would reincarnate? 

Even when she first arrived in Nanjiang city, she was still the object of many people’s envy. 

Even though she had been divorced, there were still countless men who courted her and wanted 

nothing more than to marry her! 

She had always thought that the status of the Zhu family’s daughter was equivalent to that of the young 

princess of the feudal vassal kingdom in ancient times. 

But now, her younger brother, her younger brother, had told her that her status as the daughter of the 

Zhu family would be nothing if she left her hometown. 

It was just like when she stood high up in the clouds and looked down at all the people below her. In her 

eyes, those people were just ants struggling to survive at the bottom. 

In the end, her close relatives laughed at her and told her that she, Zhu Qianlan, was just one of those 

people she looked down on. In the eyes of others, she was also one of those thousands of ants. 

Therefore, when someone told her to get out of Nanjiang city, she could only leave quickly to avoid 

being in their eyes. 

This humiliation was like chopping off the feather that she had cherished so much and throwing her into 

the rubbish heap. 

She hated it! How could she not hate it? 

She could even imagine how many people from the same clan would laugh at her when she returned to 

her hometown, and how many cousins would look down on her. 

She did not leave with success. She was driven out of the city by someone, and her family was almost 

affected. 



Because they had to go to the airport early the next day to pick someone up, Jiang Yao and Lu Xingzhi 

didn’t do anything that night. They chatted for a while under the blanket, and Jiang Yao lay in Lu 

Xingzhi’s arms and fell into a deep sleep until the alarm went off, she opened her eyes in a daze and lay 

in Lu Xingzhi’s arms for a while. 

“If you’re sleepy and don’t want to wake up, then you can sleep for a while. It’s the same if second 

brother and I pick you up.”Lu Xingzhi rubbed the small head on his chest. He loved how Soft Jiang Yao 

looked when she had just woken up. 

Chapter 674: Unable to Recognize the Road 

Her bad habit was that she liked to crawl into bed when she slept. Therefore, when she woke up in the 

morning, her entire face was flushed red. 

When she woke up, her eyes were hazy, but her entire person seemed to rely on him. When she woke 

up, she habitually leaned on him. Her hands were wrapped around his waist, and her face would rub 

against his chest, the feeling she gave off was as if she wanted to lean on him. 

“I’ll go with you to show my sincerity.”Jiang Yao yawned. “They all resigned and returned to China so 

sincerely. I have to show my sincerity and value them.” 

After saying that, Jiang Yao lifted the quilt and sat up. She rubbed her eyes and then went to the 

bathroom. 

Since it would take some time to drive to the airport, the three of them set off an hour earlier. 

At five in the morning in Nanjiang City, the streetlights were still on, but it was already dawn. On the 

road, there were already many hardworking people going out early, and there were also sanitation 

workers cleaning the streets. 

The stall owners by the roadside had barely set up their stalls, and there was nothing to eat on the 

streets. 

After Lu Xingzhi took Jiang Yao and Gu Haoyu around, he decided to pick them up first. After that, they 

would have breakfast together. 

The three of them drove two cars. When Gu Haoyu came to Nanjiang city, he commandeered manager 

Sun’s car. Lu Xingzhi and Jiang Yao drove the car that originally belonged to Jiang Yao. 

Lu Xingzhi drove steadily. However, Gu Haoyu looked at the refined person and drove fiercely. 

With a whoosh, Jiang Yao had just sat down and hadn’t fastened her seatbelt when gu haoyu 

disappeared into the car. 

“Second brother is really a moving contradiction,”Jiang Yao sighed, “His face and personality.” 

“There’s plenty of time.”Lu Xingzhi started the car slowly. He seemed to have thought of something and 

suddenly laughed inexplicably. Then, he said to Jiang Yao, “He drives fast, but wait and see. He will 

definitely arrive later than us.” 



“Why?”Jiang Yao twisted open the bottle of mineral water that was thrown in the car and took a sip. 

Then, she passed it to Lu Xingzhi’s lips, asking him to take a few sips with her hand. 

“He can’t recognize the way.”Lu Xingzhi was in a good mood, “He only took one trip from the airport to 

the hotel. He can’t remember it. Otherwise, why do you think he stayed in the hotel the whole day 

yesterday and didn’t like to go out? “Because when he went out, he would get lost. When he got lost, he 

would ask for directions. He felt that it was troublesome, so he would rather sleep and work in the 

hotel.” 

Jiang Yao was stunned for a few seconds before she burst into laughter. “No Wonder God wanted to 

give him that harmless face. With a refined appearance, the success rate of asking for directions is 

higher. No one would be wary of a man like second brother!” 

Jiang Yao thought, Gu Haoyu drove so fast. Didn’t he think about what to do if he got lost? How good 

would it be to follow behind her and Lu Xingzhi obediently? 

Because he had predicted that Gu haoyu would get lost in the end, Lu Xingzhi had no intention of 

chasing after Gu Haoyu. He drove slowly and kept an eye on the roadside stalls to see if there was 

anything to eat. He got up early and was hungry early. He was afraid that Jiang Yao would be hungry, 

she wouldn’t be able to make it to the airport. 

However, when he looked at the rearview mirror, his brows furrowed bit by bit. 

“There’s a tail behind us.”Lu Xingzhi furrowed his brows. “They’ve been following US since we left the 

hotel. With that crappy tracking technique, they still want to follow me. Do they think I’m Blind?” 

It was possible that the people behind them thought that their tracking technique was quite good. 

However, in Lu Xingzhi’s eyes, it was like a two-year-old child hiding behind a curtain, revealing half of 

his calves and muttering that he couldn’t see me or see me. 

“Again?”Jiang Yao was shocked. Jingdou was being followed, and she was being followed after returning 

to Nanjiang City? 

Chapter 675: Talented People Like Us 

“When we came out of the hotel, that group of people were squatting near the hotel. When we were 

looking for breakfast near the hotel, this group of people followed us,”Lu Xingzhi sneered. From the 

expression on his face, to his tone, and his eyes.., those were two meanings that were written with 

contempt. 

Jiang Yao was shocked. She really didn’t find anyone following her the entire time. 

It was the same as last time. If fourth brother didn’t notice that someone was following her first, Jiang 

Yao thought that she would probably only know when the person was in front of her. 

In terms of alertness, she didn’t have any self-awareness at all. 

Lu Xingzhi and the others were indeed soldiers. In this aspect, they were really a few hundred streets 

ahead of her. 

“What should we do?”Jiang Yao asked. “Should we call the police? or?” 



With Lu Xingzhi’s presence and her previous experience, Jiang Yao was not afraid. She just felt that it 

was troublesome. Moreover, she was in a hurry to pick up someone at the airport. She was afraid of 

wasting time. 

“I don’t know how long it will take for the police to arrive. Why should we call the police?”Lu Xingzhi 

drove the car to a fork. That was not the road leading to the airport. 

Jiang Yao watched Lu Xingzhi drive the car to another place unhurriedly. There were many places that 

this road led to. Jiang Yao was not sure where Lu Xingzhi was planning to drive to. 

However, looking at Lu Xingzhi’s playful expression, Jiang Yao had an inexplicable sense of anticipation. 

She wanted to know how he would deal with this situation. 

Fourth Brother would also be nervous and angry when he was being followed. Therefore, he was soon 

discovered by the people following him. However, Lu Xingzhi was able to drive calmly. At this time, he 

was probably thinking of ways to deal with these people. 

Lu Xingzhi drove. Jiang Yao didn’t ask any more questions. She didn’t even turn around to look. Jiang Yao 

sat there quietly and focused all her attention on her hearing. 

At this time, there were almost no cars or pedestrians on the street. The cars behind them kept a 

distance because they were afraid of being discovered. However, Jiang Yao had the ability to hear, it 

didn’t stop her from hearing the voices of the people in the car behind them. 

There was a black car behind them. Jiang Yao could hear the movements in the car. Including the driver, 

there were four people in total. 

“Team leader, I’ve already called Chief Zhu. Chief Zhu said to come over immediately and told us to keep 

a close watch on the people. We’ll capture them when we find a suitable place to do it. We’ll wait for 

her to come over.” 

“Wait, one of us will capture that woman. The other two will follow me to capture that man. There are 

only two of them, and the other one is a skinny woman. We have four of them, so we’ll definitely 

capture them. After we do this, we can wait for chief Zhu to give us our bonuses!” 

“Team leader, didn’t we hear that chief Zhu is going to be transferred out of Nanjiang City? Tell me, 

who’s going to take over after chief Zhu Leaves?” 

“Who cares who’s going to take over? Anyway, the company also needs thugs like us. We’re all tall and 

strong, and the company won’t fire us. As long as we don’t commit any crimes, we’ll always have a bowl 

of rice to eat.”The man driving the car was not worried at all. 

“Team leader is right!”Someone hurriedly flattered, “As long as we have the ability, the company needs 

people like us. Team leader, am I Right?” 

“Only you know how to Talk!”The team leader who was driving laughed happily, “People like us might 

be able to deal with the two people in front of us!” 

Chapter 676: He Knows 

When Jiang Yao heard this, she couldn’t help but burst into laughter. 



“Stop, there are four people in the car behind us. They’re trying to take us down with two people!”! 

“Oh, right, the people following behind us should be sent by Zhu Qianlan. I heard them mention 

president Zhu, and then they mentioned that President Zhu would be transferred out of Nanjiang City, 

so it could only be Zhu Qianlan.” 

After saying that, Jiang Yao shook her head repeatedly. “The people in the cars behind are all hired thugs 

from Zhu Qianlan’s company. Zhu Qianlan is also on her way here.” 

Lu Xingzhi nodded. “I’ve known for a long time.” 

The number of people was discovered before he got into the car. There were four of them, and they 

were following each other separately. They were the masterminds behind the scenes. Lu Xingzhi had 

thought that it was Zhu Qianlan from the start. 

That was because Jiang Yao’s only enemies in Nanjiang City were the Zhang family and Zhu Qianlan. 

The Zhang family no longer had the ability to find such thugs, and they could no longer jump around. All 

of them were in jail. 

Therefore, it could only be Zhu Qianlan. After all, he had forced Zhu Qianlan to leave Nanjiang City. 

As for Zhu Qianliang, this man was younger than Zhu Qianlan, but his brain was more useful than Zhu 

Qianlan’s. It was impossible for him to do something like following him and Jiang Yao. 

Therefore, it could only be someone as stupid as Zhu Qianlan. 

When Lu Xingzhi heard what Jiang Yao said, no matter how he thought about it, he could not put his 

finger on it. He used his brain to analyze it, and his wife directly used it to get the answer. 

Speaking of which, it seemed that his wife was the best. 

“You want to take me down with four people?”Lu Xingzhi snorted, “When the four of them followed me 

at the entrance of the hotel, I could tell that none of them was a real martial artist. Although they are 

tall and big, their muscles are loose, their eyes are puffy and green, and their steps are clumsy. I can tell 

that they are not people who exercise on a daily basis. Moreover, they have been drinking and staying 

up late recently.” 

If Lu Xingzhi wasn’t a big shot, even a truck full of people like him might not be his match. 

Jiang Yao was shocked by Lu Xingzhi’s observational skills. 

Therefore, when she was walking beside him and Gu Haoyu, Lu Xingzhi had observed the person hiding 

in the dark and even analyzed the person thoroughly. 

No wonder when he told her that he was being followed, he wasn’t nervous at all. Instead, he seemed 

to be pondering over it. 

Jiang Yao suddenly remembered that Gu Haoyu was also from the Military Academy. could he have also 

noticed it? 

“Second brother, he...”Jiang Yao asked. 



“Second brother also knows,”Lu Xingzhi answered very quickly, “Otherwise, why do you think he drove 

so fast? First, he’s Afraid of trouble, but he’s Afraid of the people following behind him. Seeing that 

there’s one more person here, he won’t dare to make a move. Second Brother knows that I can handle 

it, so he left first.” 

Jiang Yao sat there silently. These two brothers were really deep. 

As for her, she was actually kept in the dark the entire time. Just now, she was secretly laughing at Gu 

Haoyu’s strange thoughts. He was clearly someone who did not know the way, yet he still drove the car 

to the front and quickly disappeared without a trace. 

It turned out that Gu Haoyu was giving Lu Xingzhi a chance to deal with the person who was scheming 

against him. 

Jiang Yao lowered her head and touched the tip of her nose, silently apologizing to Gu Haoyu in her 

heart. She had wronged him. 

After explaining to Jiang Yao, Lu Xingzhi turned the car into an alley. Even Jiang Yao felt that Lu Xingzhi 

was really strange. He walked through the maze-like alley without a trace of confusion. Then, in just a 

few minutes.., instead, he blocked the other party’s car in a dead end. 

Chapter 677: Let’s Wait and See 

Seeing that Lu Xingzhi had unbuckled his seatbelt, Jiang Yao followed him and prepared to get out of the 

car. 

However, Lu Xingzhi was faster than her. He reached out and pushed her back into her seat. “Wait in the 

car. I’ll go down and take care of them. Take your phone. When Zhu Qianlan arrives, you can call the 

police.” 

“I can help you!”Jiang Yao said hurriedly. “I have skills too. Have you forgotten?” 

More importantly, she wanted to use the medicine in the system. She didn’t have the chance to use it 

last time, but this time it was a rare opportunity. 

Lu Xingzhi sighed helplessly and raised his hand to knock Jiang Yao’s forehead. “Your Man is here, and 

you have to suffer with him? Then am I still a man? Just wait and see.” 

In Lu Xingzhi’s world, there was no reason for his wife to follow him into battle. His wife should stay in a 

safe place and wait for him to cut through all the obstacles and open up a wide road for her so that she 

could walk steadily. 

This was the least he could do as a man. 

After saying that, Lu Xingzhi coaxed her again. “Be good, be obedient. I don’t want to see those dirty 

hands touch you, even if it’s the corner of your shirt!” 

It was not until Jiang Yao nodded that he got out of the car. With a bang, he slammed the car door. 

Although the four people on the other side saw that they had been toyed with and were stuck in a dead 

end, they were not worried at all since there were so many people. After Lu Xingzhi got out of the car, 



they also got out of the car one by one, they held wooden baseball bats in their hands and hit them in 

the palm of their hands. 

“Little brother, you have guts. You actually discovered us and even dared to block us here. I really have 

to respect you as a man today,”the team leader looked at the man standing there and could not help 

but praise him. 

Until now, there were few men in the world who still had the same expression. 

However, Lu Xingzhi only curled the corners of his lips. Before the man could say anything, he quickly 

attacked. In just a second, he snatched the baseball bat from the hand of the person closest to him and 

raised it, he directly struck the man’s shoulder. 

Jiang Yao did not know how much strength Lu Xingzhi used. The man screamed in pain and immediately 

squatted down while clutching his shoulder. 

Jiang Yao could see with the naked eye that the man’s shoulder had caved in after being struck by the 

bat. 

Jiang Yao used the medical system to scan it and was immediately shocked. Lu Xingzhi’s strike directly 

broke the man’s shoulder bone! 

It was broken! 

He had actually broken a bone with a single strike! 

One had to know that human bones were very hard. It was rare for someone to be able to cause such a 

serious injury with a single strike of a wooden baseball bat. 

However, Lu Xingzhi had done it! 

In a second, he struck swiftly. 

He did not hit the man’s head because he knew that with his strength, if he struck the man’s head, the 

man would die without a doubt. 

He did not hit the man’s leg because the pain in the leg was not as painful as the pain in the shoulder! 

The Man’s scream woke up the residents of the alley. Someone pushed open the window to take a look. 

When he saw the situation below, he quickly closed the window. It was obvious that he was used to 

such things and was afraid that he would attract trouble. 

“It’s useless! He screamed like he was going to die after being hit!”When the team leader saw that his 

subordinate was screaming like that after being hit and then squatting there without moving, he was so 

angry that he cursed. 

Everyone, except for Jiang Yao and Lu Xingzhi, who knew about it, did not know how much pain the staff 

had caused that person. 

Chapter 678: Hades Lu 



Lu Xingzhi glanced at the group leader, then picked up his stick to meet the stick of one of the men who 

had rushed at him. He gave a heavy blow, and the two baseball bats collided with a loud bang. Both of 

them were broken in the middle, one of the bats fell to the ground with a loud bang, and that man was 

hit so hard that his entire arm was numb. 

At the same time, Lu Xingzhi did not even look at him. He raised his leg and kicked sideways at the other 

man who was attacking at the same time. Then, he quickly chased after him. He immediately snatched 

the baseball bat from the man who was in pain and subconsciously bent over to hug his stomach. He 

swung it around, the man who was hugging his stomach cried out in pain even more miserably than the 

first man. 

Lu Xingzhi’s movements were very swift and straightforward. He turned his head and hit the man whose 

arm was still numb. However, that man reacted quickly and quickly dodged. Therefore, the strike that 

should have landed on his shoulder.., instead, it landed on his back. 

Although that blow was not as painful as the other two who had their shoulders broken, it was enough 

for that man to suffer. 

“Team leader! He is a martial artist!”That man shook his arm while straightening his waist. He did not 

dare to move at all. Once he moved, the wound on his back was so painful that he almost fainted. 

Seeing this, the man could tell that they had underestimated their enemy. 

Although they were the company’s hired thugs, and the company would sometimes arrange for them to 

attend training regularly, they were no match for this man in front of them. 

This man attacked like a Soul Reaper hiding in Hell. With just one move, he shattered everyone’s attacks. 

Jiang Yao sat in the car in a daze and was completely stunned. 

Lu Xingzhi’s moves were completely different from fourth’s! 

When Jiang Yao saw fourth’s moves, she was very impressed with fourth. However, when she saw Lu 

Xingzhi, she realized that the moves that fourth knew would probably not last long against Lu Xingzhi. 

Any of Lu Xingzhi’s moves just now, as long as his strength landed on any of the fatal points, would be a 

vicious killing move! 

Head, chest, any of these two places. As long as they were hit by him, those three people would 

probably be dead bodies lying on the ground right now. There might not even be time to save them. 

Jiang Yao finally understood why he had the nickname of Hades Lu. It was not only because of his cold 

and hard personality, but also because every move of his was full of killing intent. 

The team leader did not need his subordinates to remind him. He was a little scared, but he was also a 

little unwilling. 

It would be a pity if the huge bonus he was about to get was gone just like that! 

The team leader comforted himself. He might not lose if he tried. The reason why he could become the 

team leader was because of his ability to stand out in the team. 



Lu Xingzhi glanced at the person who had been evaded and secretly estimated that the man still had 

some mobility left. 

However, the team leader suddenly shouted at the man, “I’ll stall him! Go and capture the woman in the 

car. Capture that woman and threaten him!” 

Lu Xingzhi glanced at the man who was stunned and immediately ran towards the team leader who had 

said that he was going to stall him but was clearly going to run towards Jiang Yao to capture her. 

The team leader was not slow, but Lu Xingzhi was faster than him! 

In the blink of an eye, Lu Xingzhi was like a gust of wind, like a ghost. He did not deal with the man who 

was ordered by him to catch the woman in the car. Instead, he appeared beside him. Just as he was 

stunned.., a foot had already rushed toward him. 

Chapter 679: Chapter 679, why hasn’t he arrived yet 

The man hurriedly retreated, his eyes filled with astonishment as he looked at the man who was closing 

in on him step by step. 

He could not understand why this man did not stop his men when he heard that he had ordered his men 

to capture the woman in the car. 

Director Zhu had clearly said that this man cared very much about his wife. If necessary, he could use his 

wife to threaten him and make him submit. 

If this man really cared about his wife, then at that moment, he should have stopped another person 

from grabbing the woman in the car, and not the person who wanted to stop him. 

After all, that team leader had a brain. He had wanted to use a trick to lure away that fierce man and 

control the woman in the car, but he had never thought that his trick would fail! 

He had lost his only chance, which also meant that he had no trump cards. 

He knew that in terms of skill, he was definitely not a match for this cold and gloomy man in front of 

him! 

“What are you standing there for! Hurry up and grab the woman in the car!”The team leader saw that 

his subordinate was still standing there in a daze and roared angrily. He even gritted his teeth to deal 

with the opponent that was making him increasingly unable to withstand this move. 

The team leader was furious. He was also angry from embarrassment. He could see that this man had 

not used up all of his strength. He was deliberately toying with him. Every move seemed to be a real 

move, but when he tried to dodge it, he realized that it was just a feint. In the next second.., he would 

quickly change his moves. 

Just like a cat that had caught a rat, it would not swallow the rat that had been targeted by the Grim 

Reaper. Instead, it would slowly torture the rat’s energy bit by bit. 

When the subordinate heard the group leader’s words, he endured the pain in his body and walked 

towards the car weakly. 



Lu Xingzhi only glanced in that direction. He raised his foot and stepped on the half-broken stick beside 

his feet. He quickly picked up the stick that had been bounced up by the force and threw it at the man. 

His movements were swift and fast. If Jiang Yao had not stared at him without blinking, he might have 

missed the scene just now. 

The man who was only focused on Jiang Yao was caught off guard. He received a heavy blow to the back 

of his head, then his body trembled and he passed out. 

Lu Xingzhi teased the team leader for more than a minute before he finally lost his patience. He changed 

his moves and suppressed the person in a second. 

“Didn’t they say that Zhu Qianlan has already arrived? It’s been so long? Did she crawl all the way here 

from Home?”Lu Xingzhi frowned and thought to himself. His wife was still in a hurry to go to the airport 

to pick her up! 

Women were troublesome! It had been so long. Did she have to put on makeup and pick out clothes to 

catch someone? 

Even a snail could catch up to her! 

Jiang Yao sat in the car. When she heard Lu Xingzhi impatiently ask the team leader why Zhu Qianlan 

had taken so long to arrive, she felt a little embarrassed. 

How long did he think it had been? 

From the moment he had cornered this group of people in this alley until now, only five minutes had 

passed! 

This included the time when he coaxed her in the car and did not let her out! 

Jiang Yao was curious at first. How could Lu Xingzhi be so patient as to slowly deal with the team leader? 

Now she finally understood. He was waiting for Zhu Qianlan to come. He wanted Zhu Qianlan to see 

how useless the fool she had sent was. 

 Chapter 680, extremely handsome 

However, it was a pity that Lu Xingzhi’s patience towards others had always been lacking. Before Zhu 

Qianlan arrived, he had already exhausted all his patience and stopped playing around with her. He 

immediately used a ruthless move to subdue her. 

Out of the four strong men, he was alone. In total, it was less than four minutes. If he did not have the 

intention of waiting for Zhu Qianlan when dealing with the group leader, he would probably subdue her 

in less than three minutes. 

Her Man! 

This was her man! 

Jiang Yao’s heart was surging with excitement. This was her Lu Xingzhi! He was really a man who could 

be as handsome as the Milky Way! 



Compared to Lu Xingzhi, the martial arts that she had obtained from the system were completely 

useless! 

Jiang Yao didn’t despise the martial arts that the system had given her, but the system had a rule that 

didn’t allow her to have any human lives on her hands. Therefore, the martial arts that the system had 

given her were completely different from Lu Xingzhi’s killer moves. 

The moves she had learned from the system were suitable for her to use when she was in an accident. 

She had the ability to protect herself and had enough time to wait for rescue and escape. 

However, it wasn’t a real killer move like Lu Xing Zhi’s. 

Lu Xing Zhi’s patience wasn’t enough. Before Zhu Qianlan arrived, he gave Jiang Yao a signal to call the 

police. Then, he stood there, waving the baseball bat in his hand. His eyes swept over the four men who 

couldn’t move anymore. 

Jiang Yao understood and wanted to call the police directly. In the end, she was afraid that if an ordinary 

police officer came later, it would waste time. She directly called Chief Ye and explained the situation 

here. 

When chief ye heard it, he was really scared. 

He was afraid that when young master Lu was here, someone would be blind enough to look for trouble. 

He did not expect that someone would really look for trouble! 

Chief Ye came with the police officers on duty. On the way, he encountered Zhu Qianlan’s car and forced 

her to stop. Then, he handcuffed Zhu Qianlan and escorted her back to the police station. 

After chief ye arrived, Lu Xingzhi handed the baseball bat to Chief Ye and said in a decent manner, “Chief 

Ye, the security of Nanjiang city still needs to be strengthened!” 

“Young master Lu is right!”Chief ye could only wipe away his sweat. 

“Since Zhu Qianlan has been captured by you, lock her up first and help me check the information of the 

Zhu family. Then, send her to my hotel. I will tell you when I have thought of how to deal with Zhu 

Qianlan,”Lu Xingzhi said and thanked him, then, he returned to the car and started the engine to leave. 

However, it was clear that he was not in a particularly good mood. 

“We were delayed for a few minutes. Second Brother might have arrived before us.”Lu Xingzhi was 

unhappy about this. He no longer had the chance to taunt Gu Haoyu. 

“If second brother is very good with directions, that might not be the case.”Jiang Yao smiled and passed 

the water to Lu Xingzhi. Her tone was filled with excitement as she said, “My husband has worked hard. 

Quick, drink some water.” 

Lu Xingzhi’s hand that was holding the water bottle trembled when he suddenly heard Jiang Yao call him 

husband. He almost dropped the water bottle. 

He glanced at Jiang Yao, who was looking at him with a smile and a look of admiration on her face. He 

said in a low voice, “Speak properly. You’re on the road. Don’t Provoke Me!” 



Jiang Yao was in a good mood. She couldn’t be bothered to argue with someone like him who was 

obsessed with his brain. She looked at him drinking the water with his head raised. His Adam’s apple 

moved sexily as he swallowed. It was really mesmerizing! 

“When I think you’re handsome, even your action of drinking water is awesome!”Jiang Yao sighed. 

 


